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3D Simulations of Shell Burning in SN Progenitors

2

3D simulations of Si or O/Si-rich convective layers in precollapse stars
(e.g., Couch & Ott 2015; Müller et al. 2016)

(Müller et al. 2016)

3.1. Flow Dynamics for Quasi-Stationary Convection—
Quantitative Analysis and Comparison with MLT

To analyze the !ow dynamics more quantitatively, we
consider the volume-integrated net nuclear energy generation

rate (including neutrino losses) in the oxygen shell, Qnuc˙ , the
volume-integrated turbulent kinetic energy,!Er!and q jE , ,!con-
tained in the !uctuating components of radial and non-radial
velocity components, and pro"les of the root-mean-square

Figure 3. Slices showing the mass fraction XSi of silicon (left column) and the radial velocity vr (right column) at times of 270 s, 286 s, and 293.5 s (onset of collapse)
after the beginning of the 3D simulation (top to bottom). vr is given in units of km s!1. Note that wave breaking at the outer boundary of the oxygen shell and the
global asymmetry of convective motions become more conspicuous at late times. At the onset of collapse, a bipolar !ow pattern emerges (bottom row).
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(rms) averaged turbulent Mach number á ñMar
2 1 2 of the radial

velocity !uctuations in Figures 5 and 6. Er, q jE , , and
á ñMa2 1 2!are computed from the velocity "eld as follows.
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where the domain of integration in Equations (9) and (10)
extends from the inner boundary radius r! to the outer
boundary radius r+ of the oxygen shell. Angled brackets denote
mass-weighted spherical Favre averages for quantity X,
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We note that one does not expect any mean !ow in the non-
radial directions in the absence of rotation; therefore, only v!
and vj appear in Equation (10). In Figure 5, we also show the
results for Qnuc˙ and the kinetic energy in convective motions
from the 1D Kepler run for comparison. MLT only predicts the
radial velocities of rising and sinking convective plumes, so we

Figure 4. Volume rendering of the mass fraction of silicon at the end of the 3D simulation at 293.5 s (onset of collapse) on one patch of the Yin-Yang grid, showing
fuzzy silicon-rich updrafts of hot ashes (red) and silicon-poor downdrafts of fresh fuel. A global asymmetry in the updrafts is clearly visible. The inner boundary of the
oxygen shell (cyan) is relatively “hard” due to the strong buoyancy jump between the silicon and oxygen shell and therefore remains almost spherical.

Figure 5. Top: volume-integrated net nuclear energy generation rate Qnuc˙ in the
oxygen shell in the 3D simulation (black) and in Kepler (red). Bottom: kinetic
energies q jE , (black) and Er (blue) contained in !uctuating non-radial and
radial motions in the 3D simulation; see Equations (9) and!(10) for de"nitions.
The MLT estimate of the volume-integrated kinetic energy Er,1D in radial
convective motions in the oxygen shell for the Kepler model (red) is computed
by using Equation (3) for the convective velocity assuming "1!=!1.
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Aspherical structure of SN progenitors affects the explosion of SNe.
(e.g., Couch & Ott 2013; Müller & Janka 2015)

Convective motion with high Mach number and a large scale
(e.g., Müller et al. 2016; , Yadav et al. 2020; Yoshida et al. 2019, 2021a,b)
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Triggering explosion at ~330 ms for the 3D progenitor model

3D SN explosion simulations using the 3D progenitor model
(Müller et al. 2017, 2019; Bollig et al. 2021)

496 B. Müller et al.

Figure 5. Entropy in the z–y-plane at 80, 200, 300, and 400 ms after bounce (top to bottom) in models s18-3D (left column), s18-3Dr (middle column) and
s18-1D (right column). At 80 ms (top row), all three models show the development of neutrino-driven convection without any noticeable influence of initial
perturbations. At 200 ms (second) row, infalling perturbations start to interact with large-scale SASI oscillations in s18-3D and s18-3Dr. At 300 ms (third row),
s18-3D is on the way to shock-revival aided by forced-shock deformation, and infalling perturbations largely destroy SASI oscillations in s18-3Dr. At 400 ms
(bottom row), model s18-3Dr also exhibit strong forced shock deformation, while model s18-1D continues to be dominated by the SASI spiral mode.

reduction in critical luminosity in a quasi-spherical picture along
the lines of Müller & Janka 2015 and Summa et al. 2016). The
mechanism of forced shock deformation crucially depends on the
modification of the large-scale flow structure; and one of the key

effects seems to be that variations in ram pressure facilitate the
formation of stable, high-entropy bubbles that eventually reach a
sufficient scale and density contrast to expand continuously due to
buoyancy, which is critical for runaway shock expansion in multi-D

MNRAS 472, 491–513 (2017)Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/472/1/491/4060728
by University of Tokyo Library user
on 24 January 2018
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Figure 2. Slices showing the mass fraction XSi of silicon at the onset of collapse in models s18-3Dr (left) and s18-3D (right). Both models are characterized
by 2–3 silicon rich plumes (darker shades of blue. Due to the higher convective velocities, the boundary between the oxygen shell and the carbon shell is more
strongly distorted by interfacial wave breaking in model s18-3D.)

Figure 3. Top panel: Evolution of the maximum, minimum and average
shock radius (thick solid and dashed curves), the gain radius (dotted) and
the radii corresponding to densities of 1011 g cm!3 and 1012 g cm!3 (thin
solid lines) for models s18-1D (black), s18-3Dr (blue) and s18-3D (red).
Bottom panel: Mass accretion rate Ṁ for s18-1D, s18-3Dr and s18-3D,
measured at a radius of 400 km.

three models in Fig. 4. Meridional slices of the entropy for all three
models at selected times are presented in Fig. 5.

As expected, differences between the 3D models are minute at
early times. A minor peculiarity of model s18-1D is the develop-
ment of more violent prompt convection and shock ringing prior to
50 ms after bounce. This behaviour is connected to the imposition
of random seed perturbations in s18-1D on the entire grid, i.e. also
in the Fe and Si core, which is not explicitly perturbed in models
s18-3D and s18-3Dr. Moreover, patching the 3D O shell burning
simulation and the core of the 1D stellar evolution model together
results in slight hydrostatic adjustment in model s18-3D, which
slightly reduces the mass accretion rate and the electron flavour
luminosity (top panel of Fig. 4) compared to s18-1D and s18-3Dr.
Despite these differences, the shock trajectories in the three mod-
els nonetheless converge again after this transient phase of prompt
convection. 80 ms after bounce (top row Fig. 5), they all show very
similar shock radii and incipient neutrino-driven convection with
small-scale plumes of similar size.

The evolution of the models starts to diverge around 150 ms after
bounce with slightly larger shock radii in models s18-3D and s18-
3Dr. This is well before the arrival of the Si/O shell interface at
200 ! 250 ms, but convection in the O shell can already make itself
felt by generating density perturbations in the stable Si shell (via
g-mode excitation), which will then undergo amplification during
collapse (Lai & Goldreich 2000). Shortly before the arrival of the
Si/O shell interface, the density perturbations ahead of the shock can
already become sizeable. To quantify the level of pre-shock density
perturbations, we evaluate the root-mean-square (RMS) deviation
of the density ! from its spherical average "!#

"!(r) =
!"

(! ! "!#)2 d#

4!

#1/2

, (2)

at a radius r of 250 km (Fig. 6, top panel).
Prior to the arrival of the Si/O interface, the scale of the in-

falling density perturbations remains small, however. Only once the
O shell reaches the shock do we observe large-scale density pertur-
bations in s18-3D and s18-3Dr with angular wavenumbers $ $ 2
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3D prog.

1D prog.

Increasing 3D simulations of convective layers in precollapse stars
Large convective layers
Merging of convective layers
Rotating effects
Magnetic field

(Yoshida et al. 2021a; Fields & Couch 2020, 2021)
(Yadav et al. 2020)

(Yoshida et al. 2021b; McNeill & Müller 2021)
(Varma & Müller 2021)

(Müller et al. 2017)

Takashi Yoshida, July 26th, 2021, YITP-OzGrav WS
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This study
3D hydrodynamics simulations of the O/Si-rich layer of a 27 M! 
precollapse star (model 27LA) for ~200 s

Properties of convective motion in the O/Si-rich layer

3D Simulations of Shell Burning in SN Progenitors

3D nuclear hydrodynamics code for Stellar EVolution (3DnSEV)

A branch of 3DnSNe (e.g. Takiwaki et al. 2016, Nakamura et al. 2016, Kotake et al. 2018)

Nuclear reaction network of 21 species of nuclei (aprox21)

Tabulated EOS of Helmholtz (Timmes & Swesty 2000)

Neutrino cooling (Itoh et al. 1996)

NSE is assumed in T > 5×109 K.

Nr × Nθ × Nφ = 512 × 64 × 128 meshes

Takashi Yoshida, July 26th, 2021, YITP-OzGrav WS

(Yoshida et al. 2019, 2021a,b)
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Initial Structure of Model 27LA

O/Ne layer. Neon in this region (5.8! 108 cm ! r! 60!
108 cm) is burned through Ne shell burning after the Si core
burning phase but still remains after the Fe core formation. We
call this layer the O/Si/Ne layer, which is indicated by the
green hatched region. The O/Si/Ne layer is convective and has
constant entropy pro!le (red line). The shell convection is
powered by Ne shell burning, as the base temperature exceeds
the ignition temperature of Ne burning of 2! 109 K
(black line).

The 2D model of 27LA showed the maximum turbulent
Mach number 0.179 with a peak mode of the radial Mach
number != 2 in Yoshida et al. (2019). The convective region
extends to the whole O/Si/Ne layer. Note that the region
outside and inside of this layer is convectively inert in the 3D
simulation owing to the same reason as for model 22L as
mentioned above. For this model, we start the 3D calculation
by mapping from the 1D data when the temperature and density
at the center are 6.87! 109 K and 9.44! 108 g cm!3, respec-
tively. We follow the 3D evolution for 218.51 s until the onset
of CC.

2.2. Numerical Methods

The numerical schemes in this work are the same as those in
Yoshida et al. (2019). We employ the 3DnSEV code, which
solves Newtonian hydrodynamics equations. The 3D models
are computed on a spherical polar coordinate grid with a
resolution of nr! n!! nf= 512! 64! 128 zones. The radial
grid is logarithmically spaced and covers from the center up to
the outer boundary of 1010 cm. For the polar and azimuthal

angle, the grid covers all 4" sr. For boundary conditions,
re"ective boundary conditions are adopted for the inner
boundary. Fixed-boundary conditions are used for the outer
boundary, except for the gravitational potential that is inversely
proportional to the radius at outer ghost cells. To focus on the
convective activity of the shaded regions in Figure 1, the inner
1000 km is solved in 1D. Gravity is included by assuming a
1D, monopole, gravitational potential. Such a treatment is
indispensable for reducing the computational time; the non-
linear coupling between the core and the surrounding shells
(e.g., Fuller et al. 2015) is beyond the scope of this study.
A piecewise linear method with geometrical correction of the

spherical coordinates is used to reconstruct variables at the cell
interface, where a modi!ed van Leer limiter is employed to satisfy
the condition of total variation diminishing (Mignone 2014). The
numerical "ux is calculated by the HLLC solver (Toro et al.
1994). The consistent multi"uid advection (CMA) method of
Plewa and Müller (1999) is used for evaluating the numerical "ux
of isotopes.
We use the “Helmholtz” equation of state (Timmes &

Swesty 2000). Neutrino cooling is taken into account (Itoh
et al. 1996) as a sink term in the energy equation. As for
nuclear reaction, a reaction network of 21-isotopes (aprox21;
Paxton et al. 2011) is applied when the temperature is lower
than 5! 109 K. This network includes 54Fe, 56Fe, and 56Cr,
which are crucial to treat a low electron fraction Ye! 0.43 in
the pre-SN stage. Also, it is as large as that of Couch et al.
(2015) and a little larger than 19-isotopes of Müller et al.
(2016) and Yadav et al. (2020). When the temperature is higher

Figure 1. Initial structure for the 3D simulations of models 22L (left panels) and 27LA (right panels). Top row: initial mass fraction pro!les. Green hatched regions are
Si/O-rich convective layers in spherically symmetrical stellar evolution calculations. Second row: radial velocity pro!les. Third row: Brunt–Väisälä frequency #BV
(s!1) and the turnover timescale of convection tturn (s). Bottom row: radial pro!les of temperature T in units of 109 K and entropy s in units of kB (the Boltzmann
constant) per nucleon.
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O/Si/Ne layer in r = (5.8 - 60)×108 cm

Ne shell burning at the bottom

Si and O shell burnings occur
  below the O/Si/Ne layer
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Turbulent Mach number

Model 27LA: Turbulent Velocity

#Ma2$1/2(r) = [
! %{(vr ! #vr$)2 + v2

& + v2
'}d%

! %c2s d% ]
1/2

Angle averaged radial profiles

vturb,max = 3.8×107 cm s-1 at the last time step

Turbulent velocity

vturb(r) = [
! %{(vr ! #vr$)2 + v2

& + v2
'}d%

! %d% ]
1/2

simulation. As seen, turbulent !ows with the Mach number of
!0.1 (greenish region) spread over the entire Si/O layer (up to
the upper white dashed line) before the "nal simulation time of
this model, t= 65.5 s (before CC onset). At t! 50 s, a strong
turbulence of the Mach number !0.16 and the turbulent
velocity !108 cm s"1 develops transiently from the base of the
Si/O layer (again triggered by O shell burning). Figure 4 shows

that the kinetic energy of the turbulent motion increases after
!50 s. At this time, the nuclear energy generation rate at the
bottom of this convective layer reaches !6! 1016 erg g"1 s"1,
whereas it is less than 1! 1016 erg g"1 s"1 before that time.
This kind of episodic burning causes a slight expansion and the
subsequent contraction of the above layer, which was already
found in 3D models of 25M (Yoshida et al. 2019) and also of
the 18.8 Me star by Yadav et al. (2020). In Figure 19 in
Appendix B, we show 2D slices on the x-z plane of the radial
turbulent velocity distributions at 10, 40, 50, and 65.5 s in
model 22L.
Note the difference of the radial scale between the top and

bottom panels of Figure 3. The turbulent !ows develop in the more
extended region for model 27LA, whereas the maximum Mach
number (!0.1) is smaller than that of model 22L (compare the left
and right panels). In model 27LA, the temperature at the bottom of
the convective layer is lower and the neon shell burning occurs.
The nuclear generation rate by the neon shell burning (model
27LA) is much smaller than the oxygen shell burning (model 22L).
Given the initial composition pro"le (i.e., the broader shaded
region; see Figure 1), this may not be very surprising. However,
such a large-scale mixing has been "rst obtained in our model
series. Hence, we pay particular attention to this model. We show
2D slices on the x-z plane for the radial turbulent velocity
distributions at 10, 90, 140, and 218.5 s for model 27LA in
Figure 19 in Appendix B.
For better understanding, we divide the entire evolution of model

27LA into the three phases, namely, phase I (0 s! t! 107 s), phase

Figure 3. Spatiotemporal evolution of the angle-averaged turbulent Mach number (!Ma2"1/2(r); top panels) and angle-averaged turbulent velocity in units of 107 cm
s"1 (vturb,7; bottom panels). The left and right panels are models 22L and 27LA, respectively. In both of the panels, the region sandwiched by the horizontal white
dashed lines corresponds to the green hatched region (convective) in Figure 1, namely, the inner and outer boundary of the Si/O layer (left panel) and O/Si/Ne layer
(right panel). In the right panel, the two vertical magenta lines denote the beginning of phase II (t = 107 s) and phase III (t = 127 s) (see text for details).

Figure 4. Time evolution of the turbulent kinetic energy Ekin,dis in the Si- and
O-rich region. Red and blue curves indicate models 22L and 27LA,
respectively. The inner and outer boundaries of the Si and O-rich region are
the radii where the O and Si mass fractions are less than 0.01, respectively.
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High turbulence region extends with time.
High turbulence velocity with  appears in the O/Si/Ne layer.#Ma2$1/2 & 0.1

Takashi Yoshida, July 26th, 2021, YITP-OzGrav WS
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Neon Mass Fraction
3D color contour map of the Ne mass fraction

Takashi Yoshida, July 26th, 2021, YITP-OzGrav WS
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The whole region

Neon Mass Fraction
Time evolution of the angle-averaged radial profiles

The Ne mass fraction is homogenized through inflows.

Decrease in the Ne mass fraction by Ne shell burning
  in the region close to the lower boundary

II (107 s! t! 127 s), and phase III (127 s! t! 218 s),
respectively. In phase I, turbulence starts from the base of the
O/Si/Ne layer (r! 6! 108 cm at t= 10 s), which gradually
extends outward. In phases II and III, the more enhanced
turbulence stems, the maximum angle-averaged turbulent velocity
is 4.2! 107 cm s"1, from stronger (Ne) shell burning. We explain
more in detail in the next section.

3.2. Composition Distribution

We move on to explore how the turbulent activity shown in
Figure 3 is triggered in association with the change in the
element composition in the burning shells.

3.2.1. Model 22L

First, let us focus on the mass fraction distribution for model
22L. Figure 5 shows the spatiotemporal evolution of the angle-
averaged O mass fraction for model 22L. One sees that shortly
after the start of the calculation (t= 0), the oxygen-depleted
materials are mixed into the Si/O layer (0 s! t! 20 s, shown as
a region below the cyan line). Subsequently, the turbulent
mixing encompasses the entire Si/O layer (3! 108 cm
! r! 12! 108 cm, corresponding to the shaded region in the
left panel of Figure 1) up to t! 35 s with the diminishing
turbulent activity (see the top panels of Figure 3). After t! 50 s,
the O mass fraction decreases at the bottom of the Si/O layer
owing to (the episodic) O shell burning, and the turbulent !ows
radially growing outward result in the reduction of the O mass
fraction in the outer layer (see the bluish region for 50 s!
t! 60 s and Figure 21).

3.2.2. Model 27LA

Second, we will show the mass fraction distributions of O,
Ne, and Si in model 27LA. We discuss shell burning processes
in the Si/O-rich and O/Si/Ne layers and the development of
the turbulent motion in these layers.

Ne mass fraction.—Figure 6 shows the spatiotemporal
evolution of the Ne mass fraction. The bottom panel is
focusing on the region close to the lower boundary of the O/
Si/Ne layer. Comparing with the bottom right panel of
Figure 3, a cautious reader would notice that the reduction of

the Ne mass fraction is associated with the high turbulent
velocity in this layer. We will describe details below.
In phase I (0 s! t! 107 s), the Ne burning near the base of the

layer close to the lower horizontal line results in the reduction
of the Ne mass fraction in the region r! 1.5! 109 cm. Looking at
the same region to the right up to t! 50–100 s, one can see that
the radial gradient of the Ne mass fraction becomes less steep
owing to turbulent matter mixing, by which the Ne-rich material is
mixed downward via down!ows into the Ne-poor region. We also
see the above trend in the top panel of Figure 7, which indicates
the radial pro"les of the angle-averaged Ne mass fraction at
de"nite times with intervals of 30 s. The growth of the turbulent
region from r! 7! 108 cm at t! 30 s can also be depicted in the
spacetime diagram of the turbulent velocity, which continues into
phase III up to the radius of the outer boundary of the layer at
r! 60! 108 cm. In phase II and also in phase III, the growth of
high turbulent activity is observed as a red region above the shell
(the lower horizontal white dashed line). This is again
predominantly because of the Ne shell burning there. The
reduction of the Ne mass fraction is seen in the regions
r! 1! 109 cm and r! 4! 109 cm around t! 150 s in the top
panel. Besides, one can see the episodic burning below the base
of the O-rich layer (see the two red regions near t! 100 s and
127 s! t! 150 s below the lower horizontal white dashed line).
This plays a key role for enhancing the turbulent mixing as we
will explain in what follows.

Figure 5. Spatiotemporal evolution of the angle-averaged O mass fraction for
model 22L. The white dashed lines indicate the initial radii of the inner and
outer boundaries of the Si/O layer. The white curves indicate the mass
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Figure 6. Spatiotemporal evolution of the angle-averaged Ne for model 27LA.
The top panel includes the whole convective (O/Si/Ne) layer. The white
curves indicate the mass coordinates in intervals of 1 Me. The bottom panel is
focusing on the region close to the lower boundary of the convective (O/Si/
Ne) layer (note that the location of the horizontal dashed line is at
5.8 ! 108 cm). The white curves indicate the mass coordinates from 1.0 to
3.0Me in intervals of 0.2Me. The two magenta vertical lines correspond to the
beginning of phases II (t = 107 s) and III (t = 127 s).
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II (107 s! t! 127 s), and phase III (127 s! t! 218 s),
respectively. In phase I, turbulence starts from the base of the
O/Si/Ne layer (r! 6! 108 cm at t= 10 s), which gradually
extends outward. In phases II and III, the more enhanced
turbulence stems, the maximum angle-averaged turbulent velocity
is 4.2! 107 cm s"1, from stronger (Ne) shell burning. We explain
more in detail in the next section.

3.2. Composition Distribution

We move on to explore how the turbulent activity shown in
Figure 3 is triggered in association with the change in the
element composition in the burning shells.

3.2.1. Model 22L

First, let us focus on the mass fraction distribution for model
22L. Figure 5 shows the spatiotemporal evolution of the angle-
averaged O mass fraction for model 22L. One sees that shortly
after the start of the calculation (t= 0), the oxygen-depleted
materials are mixed into the Si/O layer (0 s! t! 20 s, shown as
a region below the cyan line). Subsequently, the turbulent
mixing encompasses the entire Si/O layer (3! 108 cm
! r! 12! 108 cm, corresponding to the shaded region in the
left panel of Figure 1) up to t! 35 s with the diminishing
turbulent activity (see the top panels of Figure 3). After t! 50 s,
the O mass fraction decreases at the bottom of the Si/O layer
owing to (the episodic) O shell burning, and the turbulent !ows
radially growing outward result in the reduction of the O mass
fraction in the outer layer (see the bluish region for 50 s!
t! 60 s and Figure 21).

3.2.2. Model 27LA

Second, we will show the mass fraction distributions of O,
Ne, and Si in model 27LA. We discuss shell burning processes
in the Si/O-rich and O/Si/Ne layers and the development of
the turbulent motion in these layers.
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 Close to the lower boundary
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Angle-Averaged Mass Fractions

Strong turbulence by shell burning
Radial homogenization
Larger angular dispersion

Thick lines: angle averaged value
Thin lines: angular dispersion

O, Ne, Si mass fractions

As turbulence weakens

Angular dispersion becomes smaller.
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Power Spectrum of Radial Turbulent Velocity
Power spectrum of the radial turbulent velocity

High turbulent velocity region
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with the similar amplitude of the Mach number extends in a
wider region up to r! 6! 109 cm near the upper boundary of
the layer (the upper horizontal white dashed lines). In such a
widely extended shell, it should be better to study the radial
dependence of the spectrum c!(r) of the turbulent velocity,
instead of estimating the power spectrum at one radial location
with the maximum Mach number.

We calculate the power spectrum of the radial turbulent
velocity as
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where q fY ,!m* ( ) is the (complex conjugate) spherical harmonics
of degree ! and order m and ! is from 1 to 50. We investigate
the peak mode !peak(r) as a function of radius. The (speci!c)
turbulent energy, the energy of the radial turbulent velocity, is
evaluated as
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Figure 17 shows the radial pro!les of !peak(r) (solid
lines) and the turbulent energy !r,turb (dashed lines) at two
representative times near (blue line) and at the !nal simulation
time (red line) for models 22L (top panel) and 27LA (bottom
panel), respectively. From the top panel, one can see in model
22L that the value of !peak(r) (solid lines) is in the range of
!3–5 in most of the Si/O layer (shaded region). The smaller
turbulent mode !peak(r)! 3 is associated with the higher
turbulent velocity (the dashed lines), whereas near the outer
boundary of the layer (e.g., the right edge of the shaded region)
the turbulent mode becomes bigger (!peak(r)= 7) with the
smaller turbulent energy (e.g., seen as a drop in the dashed
lines). The high turbulent energy near the base of the Si/O
layer (see also the right panel of Figure 3) is triggered by O
shell burning. We consider that the low !peak(r) is a natural
outcome of the growing large-scale turbulence near the base of
the burning layer. One also sees the value of !peak! 8 at the
bottom of the Si/O layer (see the blue solid line). This
corresponds to the start of the turbulence development by the
ignition of the O shell burning. As a side remark, the high
!peak(r) (!12) below the lower convective boundary may be not
surprising because of the weak turbulent activity and also the
thinner width of the region.

The above trend is similar also to model 27LA (bottom panel
of Figure 17). The minimum !peak(r)= 2 is obtained near the
base of the O/Si/Ne layer, which is smaller than model 22L,
whereas !peak(r) is found to be slightly higher (!8) near the
outer boundary than for model 22L (!peak(r)! 5).

In order to characterize a typical scale of turbulent "ows in
the whole Si/O or O/Si/Ne layer (for models 22L and 27LA,
respectively), we de!ne the average mode of !peak, which we
obtain from !peak(r) by integrating with a weight of the
turbulent energy as follows:
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where "(r) is the angle-averaged density as a function of radius.
The obtained !!peak" values at the last simulation time are 3.75
and 3.56 for models 22L and 27LA, respectively. Using these

numbers, we touch on in the next section how much the
difference in the turbulent modes (!peak), as well as the
associated Mach number, could possible affect the explod-
ability of these progenitors.

3.4. Scalar Spherical Harmonics Decomposition of Turbulent
Mach Number

Bearing in mind an implementation of the precollapse
inhomogeneities (obtained in this work) in future CC SN
simulations, we present an analysis of the SSH mode of
turbulent Mach number. Following Chatzopoulos et al. (2014),
we evaluate the SSH decomposition of the radial Mach number
(Mar) distribution in the burning shells of models 22L and
27LA, as well as model 25M in our previous study (Yoshida
et al. 2019).

Figure 17. Radial pro!les of the peak mode for spherical harmonics !peak(r)
(solid lines with the y-axis on the left-hand side) and the turbulent energy
òr,turb(r) (dashed lines with the y-axis on the right-hand side) for models 22L
(top panel) and 27LA (bottom panel), respectively (see text for the de!nition).
The red curves indicate the quantities at the last step. The blue curves indicate
60 s for model 22L and 200 s for model 27LA. The green hatched region
corresponds to that of Figure 16, showing the initial location of the Si/O and
O/Si/Ne layers of models 22L and 27LA.
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Summary

Favorable to SN explosion

Turbulent mixing with                      and small        
in the O/Si/Ne-rich layer.  

#Ma2$1/2 & 0.1 (peak

Mass fraction distribution
More homogeneous in the radial distribution
Inhomogeneous in the angular direction

Episodic shell burnings of O and Ne

Application to multi-D SN explosion simulations

Takashi Yoshida, July 26, 2021, YITP-OzGrav WS

Aspherical structure of the Si/O-rich convective layer in SN progenitor
  gives a favorable effect to SN explosions.  

Si/O-rich convective layer of a 25 M! model
 See Nakamura-san’s short talk/poster 

3D hydrodynamics simulations of the O/Si/Ne layer of a 27 M!   
  precollapse star (model 27LA) for ~200 s


